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Adding a Philosophy minor is simple!
A minor in Philosophy in the Marquette Core Curriculum requires only 7 classes, and one of
those is a university requirement. Here’s how it works!

Philosophy 1001, Foundations in Philosophy, counts for 3 credits toward the Foundation Tier.
See how Philosophy 1001 counts in the MCC Foundation Requirements.

The MCC Writing requirement ends up being an extra class for many majors, but not with
Philosophy. Why not take Philosophy of Education to count for a writing course in the MCC? There
are 3 Philosophy courses in the MCC writing requirement. Choose one:

Take your ESSV2 in Philosophy. Mass Incarceration and Global Justice are two of Philosophy’s

most powerful courses and aim to bridge the gap between academic philosophy and everyday life.
Full course descriptions are available here.

Take 4 more elective classes in Philosophy. Marquette requires 120 credits to graduate and

purposefully leaves room for electives to explore all level of interests. Why not devote just 21 credits
(7 classes) toward a minor in Philosophy? In addition to the three classes above, take four more
electives in Philosophy:
And with this, you can graduate with a Philosophy minor with skills that are transferable to a wide

variety of professional careers including journalism, investment banking, writing, publishing,
business entrepreneurship, education, political and social activism, or the creative arts.
Our classes
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Philosophy in the Foundation Tier

PHIL 1001 counts for 3 of the 15 required credits in the Foundation Tier. The goal is to help
students critically engage their own experience as it relates to fundamental philosophical
questions about the human condition, focusing on moral value and the meaning and purpose
of human life. Aims to help students articulate their own deepest questions about these issues,
and to increase their understanding of, organize and befriend these questions in light of a
variety of classical and contemporary philosophical approaches.

Have questions? Contact Philosophy department chair, Dr. Jessica Wolf at Jessica.wolf@marquette.edu, or
Philosophy Director of Undergraduate Studies, Dr. Ericka Tucker at Ericka.tucker@marquette.edu.
We look forward to working with you and helping you get the most out of your Marquette degree!
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MCC Writing Intensive
These Philosophy courses fulfill the writing requirement in the Marquette Core Curriculum, Philosophy of
Education is being offered in spring 2021 . Choose one!

Questions? Email Jessica.wolfendale@marquette.edu or Ericka.tucker@marquette.edu
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PHIL 4540 Philosophy of Education
Critical examination of important principles,

methods and conclusions of various
philosophies and their implications for
education. Attention to professional ethics
and students' development of their own
philosophies of education.

Have questions? Contact Philosophy department chair, Dr. Jessica Wolf at Jessica.wolf@marquette.edu, or
Philosophy Director of Undergraduate Studies, Dr. Ericka Tucker at Ericka.tucker@marquette.edu.
We look forward to working with you and helping you get the most out of your Marquette degree!
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Philosophy Engaging Social Systems
and Values 2 (ESSV2)
These Philosophy courses fulfill the ESSV2 Courses in Marquette Core Curriculum
Questions? Email Jessica.wolfendale@marquette.edu or Ericka.tucker@marquette.edu
PHIL 3502 Narrating Freedom: Gender,
Race and Mass Incarceration

PHIL 3507 Global Justice
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Prereq: PHIL 1001 and Soph. stndg.

Have questions? Contact Philosophy department chair, Dr. Jessica Wolf at Jessica.wolf@marquette.edu, or
Philosophy Director of Undergraduate Studies, Dr. Ericka Tucker at Ericka.tucker@marquette.edu.
We look forward to working with you and helping you get the most out of your Marquette degree!
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Philosophy Electives
Bonus! Electives fit into the MCC Discovery Themes. For a Philosophy minor, take
these four classes (three required, one elective).

Required by the MCC:
Phil 1000 Logic
PHIL 2310 Theory of Ethics
also counts toward 3 credits in the Discovery theme of Individuals and Communities
PHIL 3450 Epistemology
also counts toward 3 credits in the MCC Discovery theme Cognition, Memory and Intelligence
Plus one more elective from a strong list of interesting classes including our newest and most
recently approved courses and our Spring 2021 electives

PHIL Courses and Where They Fit in the Discovery Tiers
BASIC NEEDS AND JUSTICE
PHIL 3501 Philosophy of War and Peace
PHIL 3660 Marx and Marxism
PHIL 3751 Philosophy and History of Crime and Punishment
PHIL 4320 Contemporary Ethical Problems
PHIL 4330 Business Ethics
PHIL 4335 Biomedical Ethics
CROSSING BOUNDARIES
PHIL 3390 Latin American Philosophy
PHIL 3507 Global Justice (ESSV2)
PHIL 3508 Caribbean Philosophy
PHIL 3780 Africana Philosophy

INDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES
PHIL 2310 Theory of Ethics 1
PHIL 3503 The Ethics of Intimacy
PHIL 3506 Philosophy of Race
PHIL 3710 Political Philosophy

COGNITION, INTELLIGENCE & MEMORY
PHIL 3370 Philosophy of Art
PHIL 3450 Epistemology
PHIL 3460 Philosophy of Language
PHIL 3620 Medieval Philosophy
PHIL 3650 Early Modern Philosophy
PHIL 4450 Philosophy of Mind
EXPANDING OUR HORIZONS:
PHIL 3770 Feminist Philosophy
PHIL 4470 Philosophy of Science

